Focus Skills/Subject:
Speaking, Imagination, Math, Vocabulary

Grades: 2-7

Students need to differentiate between the types of angles using movement and kinesthetics. Show your class the Number Rock Music Video on the types of angles, and then model out the angles for your students with your arms and body. Once the kids have seen you mimic the angles, have them try but calling out different angles while the students move their arms and bodies to form them. After, practice drawing the angles by giving the students each a whiteboard and name different types for them to draw. To reinforce the lesson, give them a take-home worksheet where they will have to write out the different angles they learned in class. To take it one step further, teach how to measure angles with a protractor the following week!

Materials:
- Pipe cleaners
- Computer
- Projector
- Number Rock Music Video (YouTube)
- Worksheets
- Individual whiteboards
- Dry erase markers

This play-based lesson activity was submitted by Brooke Moeller from Asa Packer Elementary.